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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 2003 FESTIVAL FILM PROGRAMME 

 
Continuing the proud tradition of screening wonderful animated films from Japan, the third annual 
Waterloo Festival for Animated Cinema (WFAC) brings six anime films to the big screen: two rare 
screenings of Laputa – Castle in the Sky by the legendary Japanese director Hayao Miyazaki, whose 
latest film “Spirited Away” was the winner of the 2003 Academy Award for Best Animated Feature 
Film; the North American premiere of Princess Arête, a heart-warming tale of a clever princess who 
must find the strength to find her own identity and save herself from a wizard; the Canadian premiere 
of WXIII Patlabor, a stylish detective story of genetics research gone wrong; and fan favourites 
Escaflowne, Utena, and Perfect Blue, which show the diversity of genres tackled in Japanese anime. 
 
The WFAC will also take its first foray outside of the anime world in a big way, beginning with a look 
at the first wave of animated feature films from Korea that demonstrate the Korean industry’s ability 
to produce its own projects – and fantastic projects they are.  Mari Iyagi, the 2002 Annecy Grand Prix 
winner about a lonely boy who stumbles into a fantasy world, makes its Canadian premiere.  
Wonderful Days is an exhilarating action sci-fi, set in a devastated world in which a few elite rule 
from and are succoured by an organic city that feeds off pollution.  Making its world premiere at the 
WFAC, this is the first feature film from the acclaimed advertising production team Tin House, using 
a seamless mix of 3D computer-generated graphics, cel-shaded animation, matt paintings and 
miniatures.  The WFAC also features two films from France: Princes and Princesses, a delightful 
silhouette animation from the master animator Michel Ocelot; and the North American premiere of 
Corto Maltese – the Secret Court of Mysteries, a critically-acclaimed and faithful translation of 
Hugo Pratt’s famous existentialist hero to the silver screen.  Set in the chaos during the fall of the 
Russian and the Chinese empires in the late 1910s, this historical adventure pits Corto against one of 
the most lunatic of the White Army’s generals as he tries to seize a train loaded with the gold of the 
czars.  There is one film from the United States: Missing Persons (Canadian premiere), a quirky and 
wry tale of four lost souls set in Coney Island; produced and animated by Matt and Dan O’Donnell, 
using their own custom rendering software.  Finally, a long-time Hong Kong comic strip favourite, 
made into a film that is full of the experiences of its native land: My Life as McDull, the winner of 
the FIPRESCI prize at the 2002 HKIFF.  A comedy with angst, the film describes the growing-up 
experiences of an irrepressible young piglet named McDull who’s a bit slow. 
 
Finally, the WFAC has selected some wonderful short films for our inaugural Tidbits programme, to 
celebrate the heart and the work that is possible at the hands of a small (often, one-person) team of 
dedicated artists.  The Tidbits programme features short films from Poland, Japan, Germany, the 
Netherlands and Israel.  A trio of Canadian shorts, Showa Shinzan, Black Soul and Strange 
Invaders, will also be screened in front of three of our feature film presentations. 
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About the Festival 
 
The WFAC is a film festival dedicated to promote recognition for animation as a legitimate medium 
for cinema, and to celebrate the power of animation in feature films.  WFAC 2003 will be held April 
23rd-26th, 2003 at the Princess Cinema and the Galaxy Cinema, Conestoga Mall in Waterloo, Ontario, 
Canada.  The schedule is available on the festival web site at http://www.wfac.ca. 
 
Tickets and passes are now available for purchase online at http://www.wfac.ca.  Tickets are $10 per 
film. A $2 discount per ticket is available for advance orders totalling five or more tickets. A limited 
number of festival passes ($75) are also available for those who would like to experience the entire 
programme.  All prices are in Canadian dollars. 
 
Tickets may also be purchased at Generation X, Gemini Jetpack, Princess Cinema, and Steve's TV, or 
at the door.  To ensure seating, we suggest that tickets and passes be purchased in advance. 
 
A printed film guide, containing detailed film information, the screening schedule, an index of films 
and directors, interviews and more will also be available for purchase at the festival. 
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Contact person: 
 

Joseph C. Chen 
Curator, WFAC 
joseph.chen@wfac.ca 
tel. +1 (519) 888-6683 
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Images from the Festival’s films are available upon request for press purposes. 
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